Abstract-Multicast, or one-to-many, communication arises frequently in parallel computing and telecommunication applications. Multicast networks can simultaneously support multiple multicast connections between the network inputs and network outputs. However, due to the complex communication patterns and routing control in multicast networks, there is still a considerably large gap in network cost between the currently best known multicast networks and permutation networks. In this paper, we will present a class of interconnection networks which can support a substantial amount of well-defined multicast patterns in a nonblocking fashion and yet have a comparable cost to permutation networks. We will also provide an efficient routing algorithm for satisfying multicast connection requests in such networks. Moreover, the multicast capability of the networks will be represented as a function of fundamental network structural parameters so that the trade-off between the network multicast capability and the network cost can be determined.
networks. Meanwhile, since multicast is a fundamental communication pattern in many parallel applications, fast implementation for it will significantly reduce the execution time of such applications. Thus, supporting multicast in parallel computers has become an increasingly important issue [4] , [5] . In this paper, we will be concerned with providing cost-effective hardware support for multiple multicasts in multistage networks.
A multicast connection in a multistage network can connect a network input port simultaneously to more than one network output port. In the following, we refer to a maximal set of multicast connections between the inputs and outputs of a multistage network as a multicast assignment. Then, a multicast network is a network which can realize all possible multicast assignments.
Multicast networks have been extensively studied and much progress has been made in this area [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . However, the perceived high network cost and complex routing control of multicast networks might still discourage system designers from seriously considering them for practical parallel computing systems and other communication systems. In fact, due to the complex communication patterns in multicast networks, there is still a considerably large gap in network cost between the currently best known multicast networks and permutation networks. Meanwhile, many real applications may not need full multicast capability. Although permutation networks with multicast switches may realize some multicast patterns, they in general cannot satisfy the needs of such applications. This is because permutation networks are designed for realizing only one-to-one connections and there may not be a clear definition of the type of multicast patterns a permutation network can realize. This drawback of permutation networks may prevent software and algorithm designers of parallel computing systems from efficiently utilizing multicast capability since there is not a simple rule for them to judge whether a given multicast connection can be routed in a single pass through the network.
As discussed above, full multicast networks are still too expensive for practical multicast applications and permutation networks in general cannot support multicast efficiently. Hence, we are motivated to consider a compromising network design for practical multicast applications. In this paper, we will propose a class of interconnection networks which can realize a substantial amount of well-defined multicasts and yet have a comparable cost to permutation networks. We will refer to such networks as restricted multicast networks. We will also provide an efficient routing algorithm for satisfying multicast connection requests in such networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the necessary definitions and notations for restricted multicast networks. Section 3 reviews the previous results related to this type of networks for both permutation and multicast. Section 4 presents the main results of the paper, the nonblocking conditions for the proposed restricted multicast networks. The routing algorithm is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present some basic definitions and notations that will be useful in our analysis of restricted multicast networks.
The network to be considered is a class of networks based on the Clos network [6] . This type of network belongs to so-called constant stage networks or limited stage networks. Since the network latency of a network is proportional to the number of stages in the network, a constant stage network can guarantee a short constant latency, regardless of the number of processor or memory modules in a parallel computing system, whereas most of other networks (i.e., so-called growing stage networks) [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] require at least log N stages for an N ¥ N network, which represents the minimum network latency this type of network can offer. This feature of constant stage networks is attractive for large scale highly parallel computing systems where communication delay is critical.
This type of network was first proposed by Clos [6] . The network has adjustable network parameters and can provide different type of connecting capabilities by choosing different values of the parameters. The general Clos network can have any odd number of stages and is built in a recursive fashion from smaller size networks. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider only the three-stage network. A three-stage Clos network with N input ports and N output ports has r switch modules of size n ¥ m in stage 1, m switch modules of size r ¥ r in stage 2, and r switch modules of size m ¥ n in stage 3. The network has exactly one link between every two switch modules in its consecutive stages. Such a threestage network is denoted as a v(m, n, r) network. In a three-stage network, stage 1 is also referred to as input stage, stage 2 is also referred to as middle stage, and stage 3 is also referred to as output stage. A general schematic of a v(m, n, r) network is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that every switch in the network has multicast capability, that is, each idle input link of a switch can be simultaneously connected to any subset of idle output links of the switch.
In general, the network cost of such a multistage network is measured by the number of crosspoints in the network. An a ¥ b switch module is assumed to have ab crosspoints. It is easy to see that the network cost of a v(m, n, r) network is proportional to the number of middle stage switches m for a fixed N and r.
Since output stage switches in a v(m, n, r) network have multicast capability, a multicast connection can be described in terms of connections between an input port and output stage switches. The number of output stage switches in a multicast connection is referred to as the fanout of the multicast connection. Let O denote the set of all output stage switches. Based on the structure of the v(m, n, r) network, we have O = {1, 2, º, r}. For the ith input port in input stage, i OE {1, 2, º, nr}, let I i Õ O denote the subset of the output stage switches to which input port i is to be connected in a multicast connection. I i is referred to as an input connection request from input port i. Furthermore, if input port i can be connected to at most d (1 £ d £ r) output stage switches at a time (i.e., |I i | £ d), we will refer to this input connection request as a drestricted input connection request.
For a multicast assignment where each input switch can have at most a (0 £ a = a(n, r) £ n) input connection requests with unrestricted fanouts and all other input connection requests are drestricted (1 £ d £ r), we will refer to it as an (a, d)-multicast assignment. Fig. 2 shows a (2, 1) in a v a,d (m, n, r) network, those a multicast connections on each input stage switch are not tied to any specific subset of input ports and any input port can request an unrestricted multicast connection as long as the total number of unrestricted multicast connections on that input stage switch does not exceed a at that time. We will simply refer to a v a,1 (m, n, r) network as a v a (m, n, r) network, where at most a input ports in each input stage switch can have unrestricted multicast connections at a time and all other input port can have only one-to-one connections. Clearly, a v n (m, n, r) network is a full multicast v(m, n, r) network, and a v 0 (m, n, r) network is a classical permutation v(m, n, r) network.
In addition, the multicast networks we consider in this paper are nonblocking networks in the sense that we can always satisfy an eligible multicast connection request without any rearrangement of existing connections in the network regardless of current network state. This eliminates the possible disruption of on-going communications caused by the rearrangements and the resulting time delay in path routings.
PREVIOUS RELATED WORK
The v(m, n, r) networks have been extensively studied in the literature [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [13] . From the network structure described in Section 2, we know that two of the network parameters, n and r, are restricted by the network input/output size (in fact, N = nr), and the network cost is proportional to the number of middle stage switches m for a fixed N and r. Therefore, the main focus of the study has been on finding the minimum value of the network parameter m for a certain type of connecting capability to achieve the minimum network cost.
A recent design [12] , [13] shows that a v(m, n, r) network is nonblocking for arbitrary multicast assignments if the number of middle stage switches, m, satisfies m n r r ≥ -3 1 ( ) log log log . This result represents the currently best known design for constant stage nonblocking multicast networks. Furthermore, it is shown [14] that, under several typical routing control strategies, the necessary condition for a v(m, n, r) multicast network to be nonblocking is m n r r ≥ Q log log log 4 9 , which matches the sufficient nonblocking condition for this type of network. However, it was shown [6] , [7] that a v(m, n, r) network is nonblocking for permutation assignments if m ≥ 2n -1. Clearly, there is a considerably large gap in network cost between v(m, n, r) multicast networks and v(m, n, r) permutation networks. In the following, we will determine the nonblocking conditions for v a,d (m, n, r) multicast networks. As we will see, v a d (m, n, r) networks compromise between full multicast networks and permutation networks: They have comparable cost to permutation networks and yet powerful enough multicast capability for multicast applications.
NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS
In this section, we present the main results of this paper. We first give the nonblocking condition for general v a,d (m, n, r) multicast networks. We then extend the result to yield the restricted multicast networks with the same order of network cost as v(m, n, r) permutation networks.
Assume a v a,d (m, n, r) network is currently providing some multicast connections from its input ports to its output ports. For any input port i OE {1, 2 º, nr}, we will refer to the set of middle stage switches with currently unused links to the input switch associated with input port i as the available middle switches. Moreover, for any middle stage switch j OE {1, 2, º, m}, we will refer to the subset of output stage switches to which middle switch j is providing connection paths from the input ports as the destination set of middle switch j and denote it as M j . Clearly, we have M j Õ O for any j OE {1, 2, º, m}. Notice that an output port can be connected to at most one input port at a time in a multicast connection. The following lemma reveals a global constraint to M j s. PROOF. Since any output stage switch k, k OE {1, 2, º, r}, has n output ports, it can have at most n disjoint connection paths from the middle stage. This means that there are at most n ks in all destination sets
Now, given a new input connection request I i , i OE {1, 2, º, nr}, we need to find middle stage switches from the available middle switches to satisfy this connection request. The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for satisfying a connection request I i . , then a connection path could not be provided to output switch t through any middle switch in the set of x available middle switches.
o
We now introduce a function which will be used in the proof of our first theorem. Let d(n) be an integer function for any integer Denote d 
Then we have
is an integer and n n --
if is odd which implies that
Again, without loss of generality, suppose
Similarly, we have
and this implies
In general, in step k, we assign j k such that Moreover, we can see that the number of available middle switches in Theorem 1 is tight. In other words, in some network states, 2n -1 available middle switches are necessary if we want to use no more than Îlog (f + 1)˚ middle switches to satisfy a connection request with fanout f. The following examples demonstrate that when only 2n -2 middle switches are available, we cannot choose no more than Îlog (f + 1) ˚ middle switches to satisfy a connection request with fanout f.
Assume we have a connection request I i = {1, 2} (f = |I i | = 2), and 2n -2 available middle switches. As shown in Fig. 3a , there exists a network state where there is a "1" in each destination set of n -1 available middle switches and there is a "2" in each destination set of the other n -1 available middle switches. This network state makes it impossible for us to choose one (i.e., Îlog (f + 1)˚) middle switch among the 2n -2 available middle switches to satisfy connection request I i . Now, we take a look at another example. Consider connection available middle switches contains a subset {2, 4, 6}. It is easy to verify that there are a total of (n -1) 1s, (n -1) 2s, º, (n -1) 6s distributed among these 2n -2 available middle switches. Since the intersection of any two destination sets of these 2n -2 available middle switches are not empty, we cannot choose no more than two (i.e., Îlog (f + 1)˚) middle switches among these available middle switches to satisfy connection request I i .
We have the following theorem regarding the nonblocking condition for general v a,d (m, n, r) multicast networks.
PROOF. We prove this theorem by considering the worst case network state: The new input connection request I i has a fanout d and all other n -1 input ports on the same input switch as I i are already connected to some output switches, among which a input ports have a fanout r and (n -a -1) input ports have a fanout d. Clearly, the middle switches providing connection paths for the other n -1 input ports on this input switch are not available for satisfying this new connection request. By Theorem 1, there are a total of aÎlog (r + 1)˚ + (n -a -1)Îlog (d + 1)˚ middle switches not available to the new connection request. Also, by Theorem 1, if we still have 2n -1 middle switches available, then we can satisfy the new connection request. In addition, this 2n -1 available middle switches also guarantee that future connection requests from this input switch can always be satisfied. This is because after we satisfy I i , we still have 2n -1 -Îlog (d + 1)˚ available middle switches for any input port on this input switch and all input ports are connected to some output switches. Later, if any input port on this input switch wants to request a new connection, it must release the previous connection, which yields at least Îlog (d + 1)˚ extra available middle switches. Therefore, in any case, we always have at least 2n -1 available middle switches. By Theorem 1, we can satisfy any future connection request from this input switch. Similarly, we can apply the above argument to other input switches. Hence, the nonblocking condition for a Thus, there exists a constant c such that the network is nonblocking if m ≥ cnb(r). o Now, let's look at an example of Theorem 3. Suppose that we let b(r) = log log r in Theorem 3. Then, we have a = n r r log log log and d = log r -1. Therefore, the network is nonblocking if m ≥ 3n log log r for r ≥ 16.
The analysis of the nonblocking condition for v a (m, n, r) multicast networks is similar to that for v a,d (m, n, r) networks except that, when |I i | = 1, we can always choose one middle switch from n instead of 2n -1 available middle switches. This is because when |I i | = 1, say, I i = {k}, k OE {1, 2, º, r}, at most n -1 middle switches have k in their destination sets. We have the following theorem concerning the nonblocking condition for the v a (m, n, r) networks.
THEOREM 4. A v a (m, n, r) multicast network is nonblocking if
where,
PROOF. If the new input connection request is a one-to-one connection, i.e., |I i | = 1, the worst case network state is that all other n -1 input ports on the same input switch as I i are already connected to some output switches, among which a input ports have a fanout r and (n -a -1) input ports have a fanout 1. By Theorem 1, those a input ports with fanout r can occupy at most a Îlog (r + 1)˚ middle switches, and the remaining (n -a -1) input ports with fanout 1 occupy (n -a -1) middle switches. Therefore, there are a total of aÎlog (r + 1)˚ + (n -a -1) middle switches not available to the new connection request. To guarantee that we can always satisfy this new one-to-one connection request, we need at least n available middle switches. Hence, the nonblocking condition is
On the other hand, if the new input connection request has a fanout |I i | > 1, the worst case network state is that all other n -1 input ports on the same input switch as I i are already connected to some output switches, among which a -1 input ports have a fanout r and (n -a) input ports have a fanout 1. Then, by Theorem 1, to guarantee that we can always satisfy this new connection request, we need at least 2n -1 available middle switches. This leads to the nonblocking condition
Combining these two cases, we obtain the nonblocking condition stated in the theorem. o
It is easy to see that the special case a = 0 in Theorem 4 gives m ≥ 2n -1 which matches the nonblocking condition for v(m, n, r) permutation networks.
We are particularly interested in the restricted multicast networks with a > 0 which have the same order of network cost as permutation networks. Theorem 5 gives the nonblocking condition for such networks. input ports out of its n input ports making unrestricted multicast connections and the remaining input ports making constant fanout multicast connections while keeping the network cost comparable to a permutation network. Under this nonblocking condition, the number of input ports that can request unrestricted multicast connections at a time are generally adequate for many multicast applications. For example, in a parallel computing system, we can consider all processors connected to an input switch as a cluster which are cooperating to complete a common task. At any given time, not all processors in the cluster need to perform full multicast, and we can have up to cn r log processors in the cluster performing full multicast. Moreover, the only thing the higher-level software and algorithm designers need to be concerned is to keep the number of processors performing full multicasting in the cluster below the threshold cn r log . This is a fairly simple rule for judging whether an arbitrary multicast connection can be realized in a single pass through the network.
Finally, we summarize the nonblocking conditions for several typical v a,d (m, n, r) networks along with permutation v(m, n, r) network and full multicast v(m, n, r) network in Table 1 .
From Table 1 , we can see that the newly designed restricted multicast networks can realize a substantial number of welldefined multicast assignments while keeping network cost comparable to v(m, n, r) permutation networks. Moreover, the multicast capability of the networks is represented as a function of fundamental network structural parameters so that the trade-off between the network multicast capability and the network cost can be determined. This enables different system designers to choose the multicast networks which fit in their particular application needs.
THE ROUTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a routing algorithm for satisfying connection requests in a Table 2 shows the routing algorithm for connecting I i .
We now give some necessary explanations for the routing algorithm in Table 2 . In the algorithm, MASK stores a subset of I i which has not yet been assigned to any available middle switches at current execution time. S stores the indexes of the selected middle switches to satisfy the input connection request I i , and H[p] stores a subset of I i which will be realized by middle switch p. The first while loop in the algorithm is to find middle switches to satisfy the connection request I i . From Theorems 1, 2, and 4, we know that at most max{1, log |I i |} middle switches are needed for satisfying I i . At the end of the first while loop, S stores the indexes of selected middle switches which together will satisfy I i . In fact, we can show that, at the end of the first while loop, the following conditions hold:
Therefore, I i can be distributed to the set of middle switches indexed by the elements of S. This is accomplished in the second while loop of the algorithm. In other words, set H[p] is distributed to middle switch p for all p OE S in the second while loop. The example in Fig. 4 shows how the routing algorithm works.
For n = r = 8, given a connection request I i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} with fanout f = 8, and k = 2n -1 = 15 available middle switches with destination sets M 1 , M 2 , º, M 15 shown in Fig. 4a . In the first iteration, MASK is equal to the full set {1, 2, º, 8}, and we directly compare the cardinalities of all M j s for 1 £ j £ 15. Since all cardinalities in this example are the same, we randomly choose one We now analyze the complexity of the above algorithm. The time for one iteration of the first while loop is proportional to |MASK| ◊ |T|. Since the number of available middle switches is k = O(n), after each iteration, |MASK| reduces its value to half. We know that initially |MASK| = |I i | £ r and |T| = k. Thus, the total time for the first while loop is proportional to |I i | ◊ k, i.e., O(N). Clearly, the second while loop also takes O(N) time. The rest of the algorithm takes less than O(N) time. Thus, the time complexity of the above algorithm is linear to the network size N. Moreover, by employing the techniques used in [13] , we can obtain a parallel routing algorithm for the above routing process with time complexity of O(log 2 r).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a class of interconnection networks for supporting multicast communications in parallel computing systems. The newly designed networks can support a substantial number of well-defined multicast assignments in a nonblocking fashion and still keep the same order of network cost as permutation networks. We have also presented an efficient routing algorithm for satisfying connection requests in such networks. Moreover, the multicast capability of the networks is represented as a function of fundamental network structural parameters so that the trade-off between the network multicast capability and the network cost can be determined. Since z(◊) is nondecreasing, for any given integer n satisfying
APPENDIX
where i ≥ 1, we have that
That is,
On the other hand, (1) is equivalent to
, it follows that i £ log(n + 1) < i + 1.
Hence,
Combining (2) and (3), we obtain z(n) = Îlog (n + 1)˚. o
